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is one which never fails to appeal to our best judgment and challenges our finest skill; it is one whereon the most proficient among us welcomes more light and knowledge in methods of treatment and the establishment of correct principles of practice.
To this end?viz., the firmer establishment of principles and ideal methods, and thoroughly practical as well ?I would engage your thoughts this evening; for I believe the time has come when we should no longer be primarily seekers after the best ways of practice, but proficient workers on principles which are concurrent and co existing with accepted truth and law.
The correct treatment of proximate surfaces in teeth brings us face to face with a very complex problem, but, like all much-mixed equations, we must first reduce it to a simple one.
In considering this matter I must perforce do so from a stand-point which twenty-years' experience has proved to me to be the correct one.
Beginning as a disciple of contour work in the office of my honored preceptor, Dr There is great strength and resisting power in enamel only when force is applied to it endwise. Nature so arranged those rods cn teeth that from any direction assaults of an enemy were met endwise; reverse this law and flank it, attack it from its side, and it splits as easily as matchwood. Hence I say, as a careful principle, never trust enamel to hold gold or other metal; cut till you get anchorage into material which is built on a different plan and has holding power and strength; dentine, Dr. Perry's "great arch," as I understand it, forms the bridge over cavities in proximate surfaces where decay has not proceeded far enough to warrant cutting through from the grinding surfaces. 
